


NOTE: The examples set out are for illustrative purposes only and are offered only as a reasonable approximation of EMC Volcanics'' potential EPD scores, the precise value of which can and will be determined only upon actual production. 

EMC Volcanics: Embodied Carbon Ratings 
 Empowering California's push for low-carbon concrete innovation  

*  

 (hyperlinks in blue) 

Preliminary Information and Examples.  
EMC Volcanics qualify as supplementary cementitious materials ("SCMs") to reduce the embodied energy and carbon tallies in both concretes and 
mortars. This document helps to show how. All examples below use the color boundaries and layout per the I.C.E.'s "Low Carbon Routemap" (here).  
In common with the Low Carbon Routemap, EPDs, and Calgreen's recent code innovations (here), the embodied carbon is expressed in kg·CO2 
per cubic meter (m3) of concrete, across LCA zones A1–A3 inclusively. In all treatments, I.C.E. data is used for the embodied CO2 content of  
CEM I/Type 1 cement, more commonly known as Ordinary Portland Cement ("OPC"). This is rated at 915 kgs·CO2/metric tonne ("MT"). This may 
be highly conservative. For example, Australia's EPiC database v.9 (here) rates OPC at 1,300 kgs·CO2/MT. For EMC Volcanics, I.C.E.'s tally for 
aggregates is used (A1), plus a round-trip of 20 miles for the delivery of raw materials, using the U.S. truck average of 161.8g CO2 per ton·mile (A2). 
Finally, zero carbon EMC Technology is low-energy and all-electric, for which we assume 100% renewable electricity for production purposes (A3).  

The first three examples use the norms per EN 206's Table F (here). The next page then develops the same approach into a Caltrans setting using 
its 2023 standard specifications ("Caltrans-23"). In all stated cement dosages, the purely OPC equivalent is stated in red for easy visual comparison. 

 
Example 1: An example from the Low Carbon Routemap. C28/35 is reinforced concrete intended for "moderate" exposure conditions. It requires 
a 28-day strength of 28 MPa (cylinder)/35 MPa (cube). The example uses CEM IIIA, which is a blended cement containing SCMs. Per EN-197, if 
slag is used, up to 65% of the OPC can be substituted. Here, slag is substituting 40% of the total cement's OPC dosage. At a total cement dosage 
of 300 kilos per m3, the embodied CO2 is rated at 195kg/m3. Using 100% OPC at the same cement dosage, the CO2 rating would be 275kg/m3 instead. 

 
Example 2: At the same dosage and OPC substitution as Example 1, EMC Volcanics deliver a carbon improvement of ~30kg/m3 over Example 1. 

 

Example 3: At the same dose as Examples 1 & 2, but increasing the OPC substitution to 70%, EMC Volcanics deliver a rating of only 84kg/m3 !  

EXAMPLE OF AN EMBODIED CARBON RATING CERTIFICATE

35 MPa
IIIA  
GGBS
300kg/m3

40%

Data:
Cube strength, fcu  

Cement type  
SCM
Cement content
SCM content

STRENGTH
C28/35

<63A++

63-121A+

121-172A

172-210B

210-242C

242-280D

280-331E

331-389F

>389G

D 275kg CO2e/m3

B 195kg CO2e/m3

All figures kg CO2e/m3

EXAMPLE OF AN EMBODIED CARBON RATING CERTIFICATE

35 MPa
I  
EMC           
300kg/m3  

40%

Data:
Cube strength, fcu  

Cement type  
SCM
Cement content
SCM content  

STRENGTH
C28/35

<63A++

63-121A+

121-172A

172-210B

210-242C

242-280D

280-331E

331-389F

>389G

A  166kg CO2e/m3

D 275kg CO2e/m3

All figures kg CO2e/m3

EXAMPLE OF AN EMBODIED CARBON RATING CERTIFICATE

35 MPa
I  
EMC           
300kg/m3  

70%

Data:
Cube strength, fcu  

Cement type  
SCM
Cement content
SCM content  

STRENGTH
C28/35

<63A++

63-121A+

121-172A

172-210B

210-242C

242-280D

280-331E

331-389F

>389G

A+  84kg CO2e/m3

D 275kg CO2e/m3

All figures kg CO2e/m3

https://www.ice.org.uk/media/q12jkljj/low-carbon-concrete-routemap.pdf
https://www.dgs.ca.gov/-/media/Divisions/BSC/03-Rulemaking/2022-Intervening-Cycle/Commission-Meetings/2023-08-01/DSASS-05-22-FET-PT5-SOS-FIling.docx
https://melbourne.figshare.com/ndownloader/articles/10257728/versions/9
http://www.emccement.com/pdf/Table_F.1_EN_206_2014.pdf


NOTE: The examples set out are for illustrative purposes only and are offered only as a reasonable approximation of EMC Volcanics'' potential EPD scores, the precise value of which can and will be determined only upon actual production. 
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Caltrans 2023 Specifications. 
Caltrans-23 does not specify minimum strength-developments and it rarely requires minimum cement dosages. Two exceptions are freeze-thaw 
concretes and those "in corrosive environments", to comprise respective minimums of 590lbs/cu·yd (§90-1.02I) and 675lbs/cu·yd (§90-1.02H). Per 
its §90-1.01D(5)(a), there are two general rules for strength development. First, for concretes with a 28-day strength "greater than 3,600 psi, 42 days 
are allowed to attain the strength described". Second, 56 days "are allowed to meet the required strength", where the SCM ratio is above a formulaic 
ratio depending on the SCMs used. For 100% volcanics, this requirement is met at ~40% OPC substitution upwards. Further, per §90-1.01D(5)(b), 
there is no "pre-qualification" requirement if the 28-day strength requirement is less than 3,600 psi. These features favor low-carbon innovation.  

The examples below follow Caltrans-23's requirements. Again, the pure-OPC dosed concrete is stated in red. As further insight, the energy used  
is set-out on both a per m3 and cu·yd basis, together with the associated energy-savings when stacked against a pure-OPC counterpart. For OPC, 
we use I.C.E. data rated at 1,530 kWh/MT. This may be highly conservative. For example, Australia's latest EPiC database rates OPC at 11.8 GJ/MT 
(3,277 kWh/MT). By comparison, EMCs require about 120 kWh/MT, which have been increased to 150kWh/MT here in order to cover the energy 
requirement for raw material production, again using the I.C.E.'s figures for aggregates. Using California's stated metrics, the energy-savings are 
then expressed as a "days equivalent" measure of an average Californian household's and apartment's daily energy usage.  

 

 
Examples 4 & 5: Both are for freeze-thaw environments, meeting Caltrans-23's minimum cement dosage of 590lbs/cu·yd. Volcanic SCMs cannot 
replace OPC by more than 36% (per Example 4). However, slags may replace OPC by 63% (per Example 5). EMC Volcanics can offer the same 
performance as slag. The two examples demonstrate the enhanced savings by allowing EMC Volcanics the same replacement-ceiling as slags. 

 
Example 6: This is equivalent to a cement dosage of 275 kilos per m3, delivering a strength-class that, in context, accounts for 90-95% of all ready 
mix sales in the United Kingdom. At 70% OPC replacement, EMC Volcanics will easily deliver 3,600 psi strength by 56 days at this dosage, to also 
meet any 28-day pre-qualification need if adequately stipulated. As can be seen, EMC Volcanics deliver a carbon rating of only 77 kg/m3 ! 

 See: www.lowcarboncement.com  

EXAMPLE OF AN EMBODIED CARBON RATING CERTIFICATE

I  
EMC           
590 lbs/cu∙yd
36%

Data:
Cement type  
SCM
Cement content
SCM content  

<63A++

63-121A+

121-172A

172-210B

210-242C

242-280D

280-331E

331-389F

>389G

B  206kg CO2e/m3

CALTRANS FREEZE-THAW (19xF)All figures kg CO2e/m3

Per cu∙ydPer m3

278364Energy consumption kWh
137179Energy saved: kWh
56.5Days equivalent (house)*

1013Days equivalent (apartment)*

* Based on California's average daily domestic electricity-consumption 

E 320kg CO2e/m3

EXAMPLE OF AN EMBODIED CARBON RATING CERTIFICATE

I  
EMC           
590 lbs/cu∙yd
63%

Data:
Cement type  
SCM
Cement content
SCM content  

<63A++

63-121A+

121-172A

172-210B

210-242C

242-280D

280-331E

331-389F

>389G

A+ 120kg CO2e/m3

CALTRANS FREEZE-THAW (11xF)

Per cu∙ydPer m3

175229Energy consumption kWh
239313Energy saved: kWh

912Days equivalent (house)*

17.523Days equivalent (apartment)*

* Based on California's average daily domestic electricity-consumption 

E 320kg CO2e/m3

All figures kg CO2e/m3

EXAMPLE OF AN EMBODIED CARBON RATING CERTIFICATE

I  
EMC           
465 lbs/cu∙yd
70%

Data:
Cement type  
SCM
Cement content
SCM content  

<63A++

63-121A+

121-172A

172-210B

210-242C

242-280D

280-331E

331-389F

>389G

A+ 77kg CO2e/m3

CALTRANS Ultra-low Carbon

Per cu∙ydPer m3

117153Energy consumption kWh:
209273Energy saved: kWh:

810Days equivalent (house):*

1620Days equivalent (apartment):*

* Based on California's average daily domestic electricity-consumption 

D 252kg CO2e/m3

All figures kg CO2e/m3

http://www.lowcarboncement.com/
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All Rights Reserved.

IMPORTANT NOTICE  THIS IS NOT AN OFFERING MEMORANDUM. NOTHING HEREIN SHALL BE CONSTRUED 
AS AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITIES OR OTHER INTERESTS 
IN OR THE SERVICES OF ANY AFFILIATE OF EMC OR TO IMPLY ANY TYPE OF FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP. 
ALL INFORMATION HEREIN IS PROVIDED STRICTLY ON AN EX-GRATIA AND "AS IS" BASIS ONLY, 
BASED UPON ACTUAL OPERATING EXPERIENCE AND INFORMATION AS MAY BE PRESENTLY AVAILABLE 
TOGETHER WITH OUR OWN EVALUATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, EXTRAPOLATIONS, ANALYSES, 
CALCULATIONS AS MAY BE PERFORMED FROM TIME TO TIME IN OUR ABSOLUTE DISCRETION. 
ALTHOUGH REASONABLE CARE HAS BEEN TAKEN TO ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS 
DOCUMENT, NO WARRANTIES OF ANY TYPE WHATSOEVER ARE GIVEN OR IMPLIED AS TO ITS ACCURACY.

EMC Cement B.V.
Alvägen 33
SE - 97 332 Luleå
Sweden

Tel: +46 705 498 892 
E-mail: emcdev@telia.com

For further information please feel free to contact us. 

Unless stated otherwise, “tons” means U.S. 
short tons; “tonnes” means metric tons.

Copyright ©2023 EMC Cement BV. This document 
is for internal evaluation use only. Copying or 
transmission of this document whole or in part, for 
purposes beyond those as set out in the previous 
sentence is strictly prohibited, except with our 
express prior consent.

CemPozz and the three-leaf device whether not 
appearing in large print or with a "tm" or "®" 
trademark symbol, are trademarks of EMC Cement 
BV.  The use or misuse of these trademarks or any 
other materials, except as may be permitted by us 
in writing, is hereby expressly prohibited and may 
be in violation of applicable law.

References to CemPozz products and services do 
not per se imply that EMC Cement BV (or any of 
its subsidiaries) is bound to offer or provide such 
products and services in every country throughout 
the World. Product specifications upon deliver may 
vary according to ultimate options chosen. 
Specifications of products are a matter of 
continual evaluation and evolution. We reserve the 
absolute right to amend vary modify our products  
in any manner as we deem fit without any 
obligation of prior notice.

Other company, product and service names may 
be trademarks or service marks of others.

Please be advised that EMC Cement BV enforces 
its intellectual property rights aggressively to the 
fullest extent permitted by law. 

https://lowcarboncement.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energetically_modified_cement
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